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Editorial
What was envisaged as a standard format review, became what you're about to read. 

Contented to be the conduit, I just let the writing pass through. Occasionally, you do have
to go with the flow!

I give thanks for Prestel, for putting together this publication of highest quality: a eulogy for
African creativity.

I am happy to present to you, TIME with KARUN THAKAR.

Editor – Natty Mark Samuels – africanschool.weebly.com – An African School Production
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Time With Karun Thakar
After the short sweet battle with cardboard, there appeared a ruby: with all its glinting and 
riches in red. I was looking at the cover of African Textiles; thinking that the Ewe woman 
wearing that cloth, whatever her physicality, must have turned heads walking down a Tema
or Loma street. Looking at this Ewe creation and feeling the weight of this edition, I knew 
the interior was going to woo me, as the front cover had gently enticed me.

This book is a memento of a love affair: of enduring respect and affection. Of an on-going, 
strong relationship, between an Indian man and the African continent. In the three 
hundred-odd pages of this gem, he shares a portion of the woven love letters, which 
number into the thousands. Its good to know that gems come via the mail sometimes. 
Today, the postman brought me African Textiles: The Karun Thakar Collection.

Our journey starts in Ghana, as it did for Karun, who has been going back and forth to that 
country, his first in Africa, since the 1990s.  There's a great photograph of Kwame 
Nkrumah (which I wish had been in colour), first president of Ghana, with his cabinet 
colleagues, all swathed in kente. This iridescent cloth, probably the most recognisable of 
the West African textiles, is most associated with the Asante, but is also made by the 
aforementioned Ewe. The textual soundbite below the Nkrumah photograph tells the 
reader about the strip weaving, the patterning - and makes mention of Bonwire, the 
heartland village of kente manufacture.

Turning the following page, I came to the first great surprise of the book. I knew that 
Islamic scholars had been employed by the Asante courts, as administrators, envoys and 
dispensers of medicine; but I didn't know that they'd also created  talismanic designs, for 
the cloth of Asante royalty. These are from the early 20th century. Geometric, sometimes 
intricate designs, executed in ink on cotton, the major material of textiles in West Africa. 
They remind me of the work of the present day Tuareg artist, Ibrahim Chahamata, from 
Niger. Thinking that the first colour depictions I'd get would be the work of the Asante, I got 
these wonderful surprises, probably made by the Hausa.

Moving on, we came to Adinkra, the traditional cloth of mourning and special occasions. 
These stamp motifs have appeared in the work of El Anatsui, one of the leading figures in 
Contemporary African Art, born in the Volta region of Ghana. This was followed by another 
Ewe textile and an applique cloth: then came kente in colour. I love the designs known as 
''gold dust'', that almost shimmer on the page. The first one is the intertwining of the 
rainbow: yellow, red, green, blue, purple and black. The first time I saw someone in Accra 
wrapped in kente, I watched them until I could no longer see them. Karun chose well! One 
of the initial photographs in the book, shows him buying cloth in the Kumasi Market.
 
Then from south Ghana, we're taken east and into Togo: to the kente of the Ewe. I like the 
greater variety of designs and the motifs, whether they be elephants, lizards or stools. 
They seem to specialise in depth of colour, like the deep purple of the one on page 74 and 
the deep red of the front cover.

In sweet anticipation, we go south, to the Fante. Being the coastal people, they were the 
first to encounter the European. This meeting helped to fortify the Asafo companies; local 
militias, as  bulwarks against European intrusion and Asante hegemony. The European 



influence is seen in their flags, as well as part of the regalia. Until the time of 
Independence, each Asafo flag featured a Union Jack. Like the aforementioned cloths, 
these flags are also storytellers or carriers of proverbs, told with the assistance of applique
and embroidery. The most well known Fante of recent times, is the diplomat and former 
Secretary-General of the United Nations, Kofi Annan; of the past, it would be the lawyer, 
writer and Pan-Africanist Joseph Casely-Hayford, whose grandson Guy Casely-Hayford, 
gave us the documentary series, Lost Kingdoms of Africa.

Now Karun takes across the border and into Nigeria. Our first steps on Nigerian soil take 
us into Yorubaland – south-west - where mention is made of their great city states, such as
Ife and Oyo, as we visited the Asante Kingdom in Ghana. Like them, the Yoruba also 
weave in strips, which they call aso oke. The introductory text informs the reader of the 
names of the cloth; such as Alaari, the cloth of magenta. We are told of the indigo 
plantations and the textile production. Adire produced by women, the riga, embroidered by 
men. The Nigeria section also featured cloth  by the Igarra, Gbagyi and Jukun 
communities; would have liked to have seen more of the and Jukun and Hausa textiles. 
Highlights for me are the horse and horseman motif on a women's wrapper; another 
wrapper in indigo, blue as any denim; and the wonderful design on an a baby tie, called an
oja: I imagine Karun, happy to have set his eyes on that.!The last page of the Nigeria 
section shows a massive pair of cotton trousers, embellished with the embroidery of the 
highly skilled: the work of the Hausa, who have worked the pits of Kano, one of the great 
Hausa city-states, for five hundred years. 

To enhance further knowledge of Hausa textile production, here are two short poems...

The Magicians of Indigofera
to the Master Dyers of Kano, Nigeria.

We've become Magicians of Indigofera.

Those of us who have worked long,

At the pits of Kofa Mata.

I was seventy-five two days ago.

And since the age of six,

I've worked the dye pits of Kano.

Everyday I dip and soak.

To embellish the turban,

The robe and the cloak.

Here comes the Tuareg man.

Here comes the men of the Emir,

Here comes the teacher of the Koran.



These pits five centuries old.

Indigo, water, potassium and ash,

The craft of working blue gold.

Recognised trademark of the Hausa.

To the blue-robed black-turbanned men,

Away across the Sahara.

These pits six metres deep.

Have bestowed upon me dignity,

Blessed my children with peaceful sleep.

II

Many elders have seen their last sun.

Ancient skills gone elsewhere,

Where is the son and grandson?

The War of the Foreign Fabrics.

Have taken them away from here,

To try other trades and tactics.

Though the foreign cloth is cheaper.

Magnet for the poor man,

Our hand-woven cloth is stronger.

So many pits lying fallow.

Full of rubbish and of stones,

I cry for you great Kano.

I work beside the crumbling walls.

Alongside the disused pits,

Diminished piles of indigo balls.

Ancient Brew of Indigo Blue.

From the dye pits of Kofa Mata,

From the weaver to me to you.



The Sacred Tailor
to the Master Embroiderers of Katsina, Nigeria.

When I need to slowdown, I go and watch the  embroiderers. When I need to remember
that patience is crucial, I go to them for the quite reminder.

For months, they will sit there, stitching in silk and cotton. Moments of silent contemplation;
periods of respectful debate. For they are mallams – teachers. Men versed in law and

astronomy; in ethics and philosophy. And Islam guides and enthuses, their every utterance
and action. I call them the Sacred Tailors: The Men of Babariga. The long traditional
gowns, known around the world as boubou; which we call babariga, which means

Elephant Robe. A garment of size and it's attendant rank. Everyday attire of the dignitary;
on special occasions for the rest of us.

    
Someone just commissioned one for a wedding. Tomorrow,  maybe a commission for a
birth that is coming. Yesterday came the sad one, requesting one for the funeral of his

father.
    

Indigo blue embellished by silk of white. Heirlooms, like holy relics, embroidered and
blessed by some past mallam, passed on from father to son.

    
When I need to remember that patience is a virtue, I  walk across town and watch the
great embroiderers. Working away at their craft, as old as tradition. Like their fathers

before them and their fathers too. They are the men who know time. Who know the value
of patience.

    
This knowledge they have, of geometry and calligraphy, raises and sustains their

reputations, as teacher-tailors. They know that talent is time. That their skill is a gift from
God.
    

When I need to, I go and watch the Sacred Tailor.

From Nigeria, Karun takes us west, to Ivory Coast. Ivory Coast, where the Baule reside. 
They are part of the Akan, that the Asante are also a constituent of. Baule art influenced 
Women's Head, that 1912 sculpture in limestone, by Amadeo Modigliani. A caption next to 
a woman's wrapper says The Baule were the most prolific weavers in Cote D'Ivoire by the 
second half of the 20th century. Good to see mention of Kong and Bondoukou, the two 
premier cities of pre-colonial Ivory Coast, famed for their schools, as well as their 
emporiums. I must confess that I've never heard of the Dida, so it was good to get an 
introduction to them, through their tie-dyed raffia cloth. Apparently, this raffia cloth is for 
ceremonial use, so now I'm eager to find out at which occasion it is worn.  Thank you 
Karun, for the introduction. One of  my favourites from the region, is a men's wrapper with 
a black background; three-tone zigg-zagg pattening in the muted colours of purple, green 
and yellow; other motifs side by side and in formation, in the paler versions of red, yellow, 
green, beige and white. A perfect blend of black and colour. I would like to have this as a 
shirt: something for a special occasion.

There's a great first paragraph inviting us to Mali, talking of the medieval city of Timbuktu 
and its history of monumental scholarship. It goes on to talk about the Tellem - who were 
before the Dogon in the Bandiagara Cliffs - and the ''fragments'' of their cloth that remain. 



It spoke of the trade, internal and trans-Saharan, as textiles were so much a part of that 
commerce. When I look at bogolanfini, I give thanks for mud and leaves; as when I look at 
the  arkilla munnga, the wall hanging for the newly weds, I give thanks for wool and the 
weaver. On page 192, there's one I would choose for its colouring, let alone the design; a 
blanket of beige-yellow, Saharan sand colour: what lovely colouring to wrap yourself in!

Chant of Mud
In Mali it could be Diarre

In Burkina Coulibaly
Masters of mud,

Making bogolanfini.
Wrapper for a woman,
For a man a dashiki.
Colours of the earth,
Of cultural identity.
Expertise with mud,
Studied in academy.

Created also,
In the country called Ivory.
Where they call it Korhogo,

Symbols of literacy.
Guinea fowl and crocodile,
Inner beauty and fertility.

The wonder of mud,
In three West African countries.

Where every mud cloth,
Reveals its unique story.

From Mali, Karun takes us south-west to Sierra Leone, where we encounter for the first 
time, the tripod loom. Which reminds me of that quote from Karun, where he says Each 
trip to Africa seemed to lead to the discovery of a new group of textiles with new colours, 
weaves or designs and I never knew what I would find the next time.

In the accompanying text, we  learn of kpokpo, the cloth most desired, created my master 
weavers. But my personal favourites are the wrapper/display cloths, a simpler article; pale 
brown with a kind of grey-brown patterning.

Going east, we follow Karun into Central Africa. I know we'll be going to the land of the 
Kuba, to marvel at their specialism in raffia. In this section, the superb text informs us of 
the centrality of raffia cloth to the central African societies. The penultimate and last 
photographs of the Duncan Clark article that begins the section, are for me, the best short 
description I've read about the paramountcy of raffia cloth in the Congo region. Good to 
read also of the manufacture and logistics of some Cameroonian cloth; the north and the 
south working in tandem. I really like their display cloth; the mixture of diamonds, oblongs 
and circles, presented in indigo.

And the hats! All kinds of words and thoughts came into my head, when I first saw them; 
creatures at the bottom of the sea; daleks and sci-fi ; a Paris fashion show. A fantastical 
array of head wear, worn by ''chiefs and senior men'', made from hand-spun cotton.



Time to go south-west; time for the Congo. To the masters of raffia and the embellishment 
of it (using pile and applique): the Kuba. When you look at that abstract and geometric 
patterning in black, on that ochre background, you can see why Aaron Douglas and the 
other artists of the Harlem Renaissance, were so enthusiastic about re-claiming their 
African roots, after viewing Kuba art in the Brooklyn and Modern Art Museums. Why 
William Shepherd, the first outsider – an African-American missionary – fell in love with the
culture and learnt their language. You can see why Karun spent time there. The double 
page spread showing two dance skirts, is my favourite of the Kuba exhibits. I imagine them
as wall display, blessing the home where they hang.

Excited to go on, Karun took me somewhere comparatively new. Away from the forests 
and savannah, to the places beyond the Sahara. This segment of the journey took up the 
last quarter of the publication, which made me think that this collector has spent more time
in the sub-Saharan regions, than in the North African ones. 

I'd always thought of Fez as one of the great African cities of Islamic academia, alongside 
Timbuktu, Cairo and Katsina. The first university, Al-Qarawiyyin, is located in Fez. But in 
the enlightening article by Dr. Miriam Ali de Unzaga, we're informed that by the end of the 
11th century, Fez was one of the important centres of textile production in North Africa. 
We're are told of a cloth called tiraz; bands of inscriptions often including the name of the 
ruler, date and place of production.

I revelled in my North Africa adventure, passing through Morocco and Tunisia, where the 
women weave and those known as masters, are called ma'allema. The women are also 
the dyers and this has also been my first real encounter with henna as a dyeing agent, as 
seen in the two-tone shawls, brown and beige, from the Anti Atlas region. The first 
illustration that saw be going back again and again to look upon it, was from Sale, a 
section of a curtain or hanging; on cotton, magnificent embroidering in ruby red, of a 
mosque with two minarets. Another hanging, this time from the Rif region, has large 
starred and pointed oblongs motifs, decorated in red, yellow, grey, black and shades of 
blue: I imagine it hanging in the house of a sultan.

But it was the Tunisian section that really engaged me. The diamond patterning, on the 
indigo-dyed shawl from the southern regions; the bright red head shawl from the same 
area, with red pom poms too; the deeper red of a shawl for the new young wife. One kind 
of shawl, called tamandilt, uses resist dyeing and embroidery, which involves multiple 
dying in different colours.

Another item I really liked, is the assaba, a woman's headband, which was worn by both 
Jewish and Muslim elders; coloured red, patterned with black.

And so the journey ends. What a journey! The inside cover of the book says the aim of the 
collector is to shed light on the context, technique and significance of the textile art of 
Africa's weaving cultures. With the publication of this book, his vision has been realised. I 
give thanks for him, for sharing his passion with us: those beautiful love letters. It is good 
to spend time with Karun Thakar.
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